HOME PERFORMANCE ANSWERS EVERY NEED
FOR RELIABILITY AND COMFORT CHOOSE HOME PERFORMANCE

If it’s not HOME PERFORMANCE, it’s not acceptable. Performance – the truth really is that simple. There is no better way to create and control flow in the domestic environment. Other pumps may look a little alike on the outside, but that’s where the similarities stop. The Grundfos HOME PERFORMANCE range consistently outdoes them all in terms of reliability, efficiency, durability and ease of installation. The standard setter for quality, it always provides comfort you can count on. So for exceptional performance every time, choose Grundfos HOME PERFORMANCE every time.

TRUSTED BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

With HOME PERFORMANCE, you guarantee that your customers get pump solutions that make a real difference to their homes. They’ll appreciate the improvement and they’ll also recognise that you made it possible. That’s why dealing in HOME PERFORMANCE is an investment in your customers’ loyalty and satisfaction. And while HOME PERFORMANCE pumps may at first sight seem more expensive than our competitors, that’s only because they are built to out perform, out last and out do them in every way. The end customer just needs to be informed that in the long run, they are the wisest financial choice.

ALL THE SUPPORT YOU NEED!
WITH HOME PERFORMANCE IT’S EASY TO ANSWER ALL YOUR CUSTOMERS’ QUESTIONS

Above and below the ground, every house deserves HOME PERFORMANCE. It has pumps solutions for all wastewater, drainage, water supply, rainwater and garden needs. And each and every one is built for long-lasting, trouble-free operation with an emphasis on efficiency and noise-free running.

USE THIS HOUSE AS A REFERENCE CHART. JUST TEAR IT OUT AND HANG IT UP!

HOT WATER PROBLEMS
- Have to wait for hot water in the shower?
- Want to prevent water wastage?
- Want to boost pressure in your shower and hot water taps?

RAINWATER PROBLEMS
- Want to pressurise your rainwater for irrigation?
- Want to utilise your rainwater for toilet flushing?

GARDEN PROBLEMS
- Can’t get pressure in hose?
- Pond won’t fill fast enough?
- Can’t drain fountain?
- Lawn drying out too quickly?

WATER SUPPLY PROBLEMS
- Loss of pressure when several taps are open?
- Flow volume changing all the time?
- Have a noisy pump?
- Flow too little for water heater?
- Need extra drinking water tap?
- Lacking mains pressure?

WASTEWATER PROBLEMS
- Need a bathroom below sewer level?
- Problems with groundwater entering the building?
- Want an extra toilet?
HOME PERFORMANCE OPENS UP NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

When you tell a customer you have HOME PERFORMANCE in stock you are not just telling them you have the pump they need – you are telling them you have all the pumps they’ll ever need.

Provide warmth and comfort
With HOME PERFORMANCE it’s easier to keep the family warm. Use an easy-to-install circulator to keep the temperature perfect by reliably pumping heating water throughout the home.

Protect precious rainwater from running away?
Use the HOME PERFORMANCE pumps to put rainwater to good use for water supply, garden irrigation and toilets.

Afraid that your garden is dying of thirst?
With HOME PERFORMANCE pumps, it’s easy to make your garden blossom. Get the right supply pumped from your household or use captured ground or rainwater for irrigation.

Problems with drainage or wastewater?
With HOME PERFORMANCE lifting stations you also create the opportunity and freedom to place toilets and bathrooms in absolutely any area of the home – without any worry about backflow.

Just can’t depend on your water supply?
With HOME PERFORMANCE you can be sure you’ll get a consistent flow of water at the perfect pressure. You’ll enjoy the comfort of perfect supply to all the taps and showers in the home.

Provide warmth and comfort
With HOME PERFORMANCE it’s easier to keep the family warm. Use an easy-to-install circulator to keep the temperature perfect by reliably pumping heating water throughout the home.

Afraid that your garden is dying of thirst?
With HOME PERFORMANCE pumps, it’s easy to make your garden blossom. Get the right supply pumped from your household or use captured ground or rainwater for irrigation.

Problems with drainage or wastewater?
With HOME PERFORMANCE lifting stations you also create the opportunity and freedom to place toilets and bathrooms in absolutely any area of the home – without any worry about backflow.

Just can’t depend on your water supply?
With HOME PERFORMANCE you can be sure you’ll get a consistent flow of water at the perfect pressure. You’ll enjoy the comfort of perfect supply to all the taps and showers in the home.
**WATER SUPPLY**

These low noise pumps are the robust way to provide steady flow in all areas.

**WASTEWATER**

Reliably remove wastewater from above and below sewer level with ease.

**RAINWATER**

Use collection tanks and pumps to get the most from a valuable natural resource – rainwater.

**GARDEN**

With compact and corrosion-proof pumps, a great source of irrigation water can easily be installed in any area of the garden.
With HOME PERFORMANCE it’s easier to keep lawns healthy, flowers blooming and water features running. All pumps are reliable and robust, and there are also stainless steel models available. And like all the other pumps in the range, our garden and irrigation pumps can be quickly and easily installed. Your customers will appreciate the difference they make because they will enjoy it every day.

USE THE GRUNDFOS HOME PERFORMANCE RANGE TO PUMP NEW LIFE INTO GARDENS

- **Max. head:** 7 m
- **Max. flow:** 10 m³/h
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HOME PERFORMANCE IS CLOSE AT HAND

A HANDS-ON GUIDE TO HOME PERFORMANCE
To get the domestic pump solution that’s right for you, please contact your local dealer at the number provided below.

www.homeperformance.grundfos.com

ONLINE PERFORMANCE MAKES SELECTION SIMPLE
Check out our easy to navigate website for all the information you to get great pump performance.